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Talk outline 

▪ Preamble 

▪ Irrelevance of the ecosystem service concept 

▪ Does the ecosystem service concept bias our thinking? 

▪ Conclusions: if not ecosystem services, then what? 
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The object and subject of applied research 

▪ Object: (changes in) human wellbeing 
e.g. rural Malagasy households 

 

▪ Subject: human actions (stuff humans can  
control) 

e.g. Forest protection funded by PES, relative to  
counterfactual of deforestation for swidden 

 

▪ Applied research answers questions of the form: 

What is the effect of action x on persons y and z? 
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What about ecosystems? 
▪ Ecosystems will often be important in mediating the effects 

of human actions on human wellbeing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

▪ Often, but not always- there may be many important factors 
besides 
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Problems with the ecosystem service 
concept 

▪ no coherent, widely agreed, and analytically useful 
definition of ecosystem services (Robinson et al 2013) 

I will argue that: 

▪ Ecosystem service concepts are often irrelevant, or of little 
analytical value 

▪ Ecosystem service concepts shift focus away from human 
wellbeing and human actions and onto ecosystems 
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Robinson, Hockley, et al (2013) Natural Capital and Ecosystem Services, Developing an Appropriate Soils Framework as a basis 
for Valuation. Soil Biology & Biochemistry 57 1023-1033 http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0038071712003562  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0038071712003562


Irrelevance of ecosystem service concept 
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Example: Estimating welfare impacts of 
PES-funded forest protection in Madagascar 

▪2 major impacts:  
▪ Impacts of Payments for Ecosystem Services (cash or aid in 

kind) 
▪ Opportunity costs of forest protection (lost agricultural 

land) 

 

▪Not easily conceptualised as  
ecosystem services 
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Credit: Sarobidy Rakotonarivo 



1. Payments for Ecosystem Services 

▪ Payments ≠ ecosystem services 
▪ Levels and distribution depend more on institutions than on ecosystems 

▪ Important research questions include: 
▪ How will individuals and communities react to these payments? 
▪ Will the payments change institutions like land tenure or informal norms of 

inter- and intra-household relations? 
▪ What are the transaction costs associated with making PES to rural Malagasy 

households? 
 

▪ Will these questions really be answered using ES concepts? 
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2. Opportunity costs of forest  
protection 

▪ Slash and burn = ecosystem 
(but we forget) 

▪ What if forest cleared for urban expansion? 

▪ Are houses ecosystem services? 

▪ What if people are displaced to cities? 
▪ Surely wages aren’t ecosystem services! 

 

 

▪ If we want to understand the effects of human actions on 
human wellbeing, we are not primarily interested in 
ecosystem services…. Even in a project about PES! 
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http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/may
/19/living-alongside-leopards-in-mumbai 

Credit: S Rakotonarivo 



Does the ecosystem service concept 
bias our thinking? 
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Does the ecosystem service concept bias our 
thinking? 

Do we tend to forget: 

▪ Ecosystem disservices – e.g. crop-raiding 

 

▪ Services of ‘non-natural’ ‘degraded’ ecosystems 

 

▪ Welfare impacts not mediated by ecosystems 

 

▪ Human and financial capital needed to maintain  
“natural capital” (Simpson 2011). 
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Simpson, D.R. (2011) The “Ecosystem Service Framework”: a critical 
assessment. Ecosystem Services Economics Working Paper Series. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plough#
mediaviewer/File:Vendeplog.jpg  



Worst of all… 
▪ Subject of analysis may change 

▪ End up valuing ecosystems services or even ecosystems 

▪ Forget to value human actions 

▪ No analytical value, conceptually nonsensical (Toman 1998 
and many others) 
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Toman, M. "Forum on Valuation of Ecosystem Services." Ecological 
Economics 25 (1998): 57-60. 

Costanza, et al. (1997) The value of the world's 
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Ecosystem services – justified as correcting 
past biases 

may be desirable but: 

▪ Has research really neglected ecosystems? 

▪ Do two (opposing) biases make a truth? 

▪ In many contexts, ecosystems already  
over-emphasised 
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Conclusions 
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Ecosystem service concept is… 

▪ Ill-defined and analytically unhelpful 

▪ Often irrelevant or unnecessary 

▪ Designed to bias thinking in (undesirable) ways 

 

 

▪ Many challenges in environment-poverty research 

▪ Can you think of any research questions assisted by ES? 
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If not ecosystem services, then what? 
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TOPIC: ("ecosystem* service*"). Published Items in Each Year (1983-2013), from Web 
of Science Core Collection. 19/10/14 

Millennium 
Ecosystem 

Assessment 
(2005) 



If not ecosystem services, then what? 

▪ Do we need anything? 

 

▪ Many good studies of welfare impacts in ecosystem contexts 
before 2005 (Baveye et al 2013). 

▪ PES = subsidy for +ve externalities (since Pigou in 1920!) 

▪ Significant challenges remain – but not helped by ES 

▪ We don’t need poorly defined concepts that  
privilege some parts of socio-ecological systems 
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Thanks! 
n.hockley@bangor.ac.uk  

@NealHockley  
 

http://www.bangor.ac.uk/senrgy/staff/hockley.php.en
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